MICHELIN® AGRIBIB® 2
The affordable premium performance. Load ratings increased on both MICHELIN® and MICHELIN® XMCL radial compact line tires for longer service life. Lifts on XP™ design for very high-traction performance, delivers 5-year tire life first offer and up to 10% deeper compared to the standard R1W offer.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
High level of performance throughout its life, and traction you can count on.

- Designed for use on tractors up to 550 HP with dual fitment.
- Self-cleaning capability
- Deep tread for maximum floatation and smoother ride

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY
Optimized for better transfer of tractive force to the ground.

- Stepped block tread pattern for excellent traction
- Stabler, more predictable tire to tire behavior

LOW OPERATING COSTS
Minimum investment at a competitive price.

- Improved tire life
- No tire care

MICHELIN® BIBLOAD® Hard Surface
Overload tread design pattern for maximum load life and traction in hard surface applications.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Steel-belted radial designed to complement our XMCL® radial tire family. Designed for forklifts, telehandlers, and other material handling equipment.

- Exceptional traction
- Ideal side wall pattern for long, low maintenance service life

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY
Multi-directional tread blocks, regular-step cut primary block, and modified secondary blocks for optimal drive.

- Superior traction
- Even block wear

LOW OPERATING COSTS
Tread wear performance at a competitive price.

- No retread
- No tire care

MICHELIN® POWER CL
Utility and industrial premium MICHELIN® radial compact line tire, designed for higher productivity.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Unique tread design and large footprint for excellent traction and exceptional stability and comfort in all conditions.

- Excellent traction
- Outstanding stability

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY
Tire construction features a steel cord belt package for extra protection and load carrying capacity.

- High load carrying capacity
- Outstanding durability

LOW OPERATING COSTS
Massive lugs designed for optimized wear and the casing construction allows for great service life.

- Grooved lugs
- Rib pattern sidewall

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Delivers a consistent footprint with strong wear life that is two to three times that of a pneumatic at equal load speed.

- Deep tread pattern for excellent traction and flotation
- Low rolling resistance for efficient fuel economy

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY
The All Terrain model airless radial tire is ideal for use on a broad range of industrial, skid steer, small forklift and compact line applications.

- Excellent traction
- Excellent flotation

LOW OPERATING COSTS
Simple, one single unit, replacing the current tire/wheel/valve assembly.

- Tailored, all-steel construction
- No maintenance

MICHELIN® SNOPLUS® M&S
The All-Season tire designed for use on graders and loaders where exceptional traction on snow and ice is required.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Unique tread design and large footprint for excellent traction and exceptional stability and comfort in all conditions.

- Excellent traction
- Outstanding stability

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY
A dual fitment tire for use on graders and loaders where exceptional traction on snow and ice is required.

- Excellent traction
- Outstanding stability

LOW OPERATING COSTS
Universal, 8 hole, heavy gauge steel hub will easily bolt onto all standard SS machines.

- No maintenance
- No compromise

MICHELIN® X TWEEL SSL
The All Season radial compact line tire is ideal for use on a broad range of industrial, skid steer, small forklift and compact line applications. This revolutionary tire design helps provide operators increased productivity.

- Improved efficiency
- Universal, 8 hole, heavy gauge steel hub will easily bolt onto all standard SS machines
- No maintenance
- No compromise

Read more about MICHELIN® radial compact line tires at michelinb2b.com.
CROSSGRIP

on the road, grass and snow.

A multi-purpose tire for use

with a patented tread pattern.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

forces the stability normally associated

with solid track tires, helping prevent tire wear

Longer tire life

Great stability

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY

Transferring weight to help support the load

and prevent impact.

Reduced downtime

LOW OPERATING COSTS

Inherited application-specific compounds and casing

construction are designed to resist wear and tear longer.

Longer tire life

Great retnreadability

XZE 120S

11R24.5

320/80R28

440/80R24

400/80R24

250/80R16

For more information about MICHELIN

A light truck and SUV tire with a compound designed to improve traction, giving you exceptional durability when the pavement ends.

MICHELIN® A/T 12

Exceptional traction even in deep snow

Excellent traction even in deep snow

Exceptional snow tire design for maximum traction and reduced snow buildup.

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY

Full-width elastic protector ply and extra-thick sidewalls with

Full-width elastic protector ply and extra-thick sidewalls with

Tread and casing protection

Reduced downtime

LOW OPERATING COSTS

The spiral nylon wrap offers high-speed endurance and

The spiral nylon wrap offers high-speed endurance and

Tread and casing protection

Longer life

XDS 2

Second generation of Michelin’s best all-terrain radial truck tire for deep snow and mud traction.

MICHELIN® LTX A/T

33 52613

33 74806

33 76135

33 51838

265/70R18

225/70R19.5

235/75R17

245/70R19.5

For more information on MICHELIN

Truck Tires, visit michelintruck.com

or michelinb2b.com

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE

Upgraded tread compound for tough off-road endurance and long road wear.

Good tread life

Tough

EXCELLENT PRODUCTIVITY

Three circumferential grooves to prevent hydroplaning, as well as deep tread with Michelin Blister Edges® for exceptional traction

Reduced downtime

LOW OPERATING COSTS

The spiral nylon wrap offers high-speed endurance and the three super-high tensile steel bands provide strength to handle heavy loads.

Tread and casing protection

Longer life
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